
There is a huge potential for energy savings wherever refrigerators are used – whether in the super-
market around the corner, in everybody’s kitchen or in the food trade. 

In the run-up to the Copenhagen Climate Summit, Federal Minister for the Environment Dr Norbert 
Röttgen addressed a future technology that has been underestimated in many ways, Refrigeration and 
Air Conditioning. It causes about 15 percent of the national electric energy. On December 8, Röttgen 
granted ECKELMANN the German Cooling Award at a symposium in Berlin.

While Copenhagen still negotiates, eCkelmann already takes aCtion

ECKELMANN AG was awarded the first prize in the cat-
egory “Refrigeration Management Systems” for its ELDS 
control system. The jury explained their decision by poin-
ting out that the control system operates across system 
boundaries, enabling the integration of refrigeration and 
building control into a coordinated system and, thus, the 
activation of synergies. The advantage of the integrated 
concept becomes obvious in, amongst other things, the 
effective combination of refrigeration systems with heat 
recovery and geothermal resources. 

Energy-efficient refrigeration is a vital key to the eco-
nomic and ecological use of energy in the food retailing 
sector and the food industry. Theoretically, 35 percent of 
energy could be saved in the field of commercial refrig- 
eration alone. 

Depending on the scope of the measures taken, refrig-
eration and building control by ECKELMANN is capable of 
improving the energy efficiency of food markets by at least 
25 percent, compared to conventional markets. In so doing 
ECKELMANN technology makes a meaningful contribu-
tion towards the reduction of indirect CO2 emissions. The 
potential for saving was determined by ECKELMANN with 
regard to a reference market of a long-term customer.
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For its Intelligent Refrigeration and Building Control ECKELMANN AG wins 
“Cooling Award” from the Federal Ministry for the Environment

The Future belongs to Integrated Automation

Federal Minister For the environMent dr norbert röttgen awards dr 
Frank UhleMann and dr gerd eckelMann the innovation Prize
(soUrce: co2online ggMbh)

“The positive evaluation of our system by an independent 
jury of refrigeration experts confirms to us that, in the fierce 
competition for innovations in the refrigeration and buil-
ding control sector, we’re on the right way,” says Dr Frank 
Uhlemann, Head of the Refrigeration and Building Control 
Division at ECKELMANN AG, with delight. “The prize money 
will be used to further intensify our research and develop-
ment. We are certainly not lacking ideas!” The first prize 
carries an award of 10,000 Euros.

Development in the Race against 
Climate Change

integrated systeM concePts: elds coMPonents are Used to coMbine reFrig-
eration, geotherMal resoUrces, heating, drinking water heating, and air 
conditioning into an energetically oPtiMized systeM.



aCtive energy management in a systematiC Way
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Active energy management is only possible through higher-
level control and supervision strategy. By continuously 
recording the data of all energy consumers and operating 
conditions ELDS lays the foundation for the automatic 
optimization of the refrigeration system and the building 
control. Further potential for savings can be identified by 
means of modern PC and web applications (LDSWin and/or 
Web).

Active energy management is a never-ending process! The 
highly flexible ELDS -System is a technologically convincing 
solution which rises to this challenge.

Practice-oriented research and development is top priority 
at ECKELMANN. As a technology partner of refrigeration 
system manufacturers and food retailers, the medium-sized 
enterprise has for many years played an important part in 
development and introduction of pioneering technologies.

From research to actual practice“Innovation prizes such as this will release incentives for 
the development of energy-efficient technologies”, explains 
Dr Gerd Eckelmann, Chairman of ECKELMANN AG. “I am  
pleased that the contribution of automation, for which 
public awareness is often lacking, has found a forum 
here.”

Active energy management in a systematic way

elds – the reFrigeration and bUilding control systeM
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